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 Variables include: 
 
REGION and REGION$   Divide the country into four regions 
DIVISION and DIVISION$   Divide the country into nine regions 
LANDAREA    Land area in square miles, 1980 
POP85     1985 population in thousands 
ACCIDENT    Number of deaths by accident per 100,000 people 
CARDIO    Number of deaths from major cardiovascular disease per 100,000 people 
CANCER    Number of deaths from cancer per 100,000 people 
PULMONAR    Number of deaths from chronic obstructive pulmonary disease per 100,000 people 
PNEU_FLU    Number of deaths from pneumonia and influenza per 100,000 people 
DIABETES    Number of deaths from diabetes mellitus per 100,000 people 
LIVER     Number of deaths from chronic liver disease and cirrhosis per 100,000 people 
DOCTORS    Number of active, nonfederal physicians per 100,000 
HOSPITAL    Number of hospitals per 100,000 in 1988 
MARRIAGE    Number of marriages in thousands in 1989 
DIVORCE    Number of divorces and annulments in thousands in 1989 
TEACHERS    Number of teachers in thousands 
TCHRSAL    Average salary for teachers for the 1990 year 
HSGRAD    Number of public high school graduates in the 1982–83 school year 
AVGPAY    Average annual pay for a worker in 1989 
TOTALSLE    Total sale 
VIOLRATE    Violent crime rate per 100,000 people in 1989 
PROPRATE    Rate of property crimes per 100,000 people in 1989 
PERSON    Number of persons who commit crimes 
POP90     Population in thousands in 1990 as cited in the New York Times 
ID$     Name of each state in the United States 
COUNT     Number associated with the state 
MSTROKE and FSTROKE   Risk of stroke per 100,000 males and females (adjusted to weight each state’s 

various age groups equally) 
INCOME89    Median household income in 1989 
INCOME    Income in 1991 
BUSH, PEROT, and CLINTON  Vote count in 1000 for each candidate in the 1992 presidential election 
ELECVOTE    Number of electoral votes each state received in the 1992 presidential election 
PRES_88$    Number of electoral votes each state received in the 1988 presidential election 
GOV_93$    Newly elected governor’s political party in each state after winning the 1993 

gubernatorial races 
GOV_92$    Winning political parties in the 1992 gubernatorial races 
POVRTY91    Census Bureau’s estimate of the percentage of Americans living below the poverty 

level in 1991 
POVRTY90    Poverty estimates for 1990 
TORNADOS    Number of tornados per thousand square miles from 1953 to 1991 
HIGHTEMP    Average high temperature 
LOWTEMP    Average low temperature 
RAIN     Average annual rainfall 
SUMMER    Average summer temperature 
WINTER    Average winter temperature 
POPDEN    Population density 
LABLON, LABLOT   Longitude and latitude at the center of the state according to the 
    World Almanac and Book of Facts (1992), Pharo Books, New York 
GOVSLRY    Salaries for U.S. governor 
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